UTAH Domestic Violence Related Deaths 2017
Count

Name

Date of
Death

Age

Children

Cause of
Death

Location

Fatality
Caused By

Circumstances

1

Louann
Anderton

01/13/2017

48

1

Gunshot

WVC, Salt
Lake
County

Estranged
husband

Louann and her estranged husband
were driving/arguing in a vehicle, then
quickly pulled into a parking lot outside
of an H&E Equipment store. In the heat
of the argument they both exited the
vehicle. Once out, the husband shot
multiple times at Louann before turning
the gun on himself. Both were reported
to be slightly breathing when
paramedics arrived, but died later at the
hospital. It is reported that they were
currently working through the divorce
process, and that her husband was the
one who filed.

2

Nolan
Anderton

01/13/2017

47

1

Gunshot

WVC, Salt
Lake
County

Self-inflicted

Nolan and his estranged wife were
driving/arguing in a vehicle, then quickly
pulled into a parking lot outside of an
H&E Equipment store. In the heat of the
argument they both exited the vehicle.
Once out, Nolan shot multiple times at
his wife before turning the gun on
himself. Both were reported to be
slightly breathing when paramedics
arrived, but died later at the hospital. It
is reported that they were currently
working through the divorce process,
and that Nolan was the one who filed.

3

Greg
Vandemerwe

01/24/2017

46

At least 1

Gunshot

WVC, Salt
Lake
County

Son

A call was placed to 911 by the
grandmother of the shooter explaining
that her grandson (the shooter) was
being violent. While on the phone, the
911 dispatcher heard at least one
gunshot. Police arrived and surrounded
the home. After gaining access to
home, they found that Vandemerwe
was dead and the grandparents had
been shot. The grandparents were
taken to the hospital; the grandmother
was in critical condition when they
arrived.

4

Chad Conrad

03/24/2017

42

4 alive, 1
deceased

Gunshot

Benjamin,
Utah
County

Nephew

Authorities were called to the residence
where both Chad Conrad and Damon
Bushman lived after a family member of
both people arrived at the home to find
them both deceased. Conrad was found
inside the home in a bed -- he had
sustained multiple gunshot wounds;
Bushman’s body was found in the
driveway outside the home with what
looked to be one self-inflicted gunshot
wound.
Police could not determine what exactly
had caused the incident, but insisted
that there was some obvious anger
Bushman had toward Conrad. This was
also not the first incident of this nature
to occur between the two men. Last
year, police were called to the home
due to a domestic dispute between

Conrad and Bushman. Nobody was
charged, but police helped Conrad
leave the home for the night and stay
elsewhere until things settled down.
5

Damon Brian
Bushman

03/24/2017

23

UNK

Gunshot

Benjamin,
Utah
County

Self-inflicted

Authorities were called to the residence
where both Chad Conrad and Damon
Bushman lived after a family member of
both people arrived at the home to find
them both deceased. Conrad was found
inside the home in a bed -- he had
sustained multiple gunshot wounds;
Bushman’s body was found in the
driveway outside the home with what
looked to be one self-inflicted gunshot
wound.
Police could not determine what exactly
had caused the incident, but insisted
that there was some obvious anger
Bushman had toward Conrad. This was
also not the first incident of this nature
to occur between the two men. Last
year, police were called to the home
due to a domestic dispute between
Conrad and Bushman. Nobody was
charged, but police helped Conrad
leave the home for the night and stay
elsewhere until things settled down.

6

Kammy
Edmunds

03/31/2017

34

At least 2
(obit lists
“special
daughters”
aside from

Head trauma

Mt.
Pleasant,
Sanpete
County

Fiance

When police investigated, Anthony
Christensen, the fiance, tried to claim
Kammy had died in a DD car accident
after having been drinking all night long.
Police found a car driven off an

her two
listed
children)

7

G.L.D.

04/13/2017

14
months

N/A

embankment and into a creek bed.
When they looked at where the blood
splatters were in the car, it did not
match up with Anthony’s story. They
also found marks in Anthony’s home as
if a body had been dragged to the
bathroom, which is where Kammy was
found.
Head trauma

Cedar City, Mother and her
Iron County boyfriend

Brendan Dalton and Cherokee Dea had
allegedly gotten into a fight about Dalton
cheating on her and her wanting to
break up with him. In the middle of all of
this, Dea went outside to smoke a
cigarette and left G.L.D. with Dalton.
The baby started crying and breathing
heavily, so Dalton picked them up. At
that point, the child is reported to have
“arch her head and shoulders back and
then lost consciousness.” Dalton
retrieved Dea, and when they arrived
back in the house the child was no
longer breather. CPR was performed
and the child was taken to the Cedar
City Hospital where it was determined
the child had suffered a severe brain
injury, as well as multiple broken ribs
and bones. The child was taken by Life
Flight to Primary Children’s Hospital and
was taken off life support 4 days later.
The autopsy revealed the child’s death
was a homicide due to blunt force
trauma to the head.

8

David Cook

04/16/2017

52

2

Car crash

Park City,
Summit
County

Self-inflicted

Utah Highway Patrol Trooper Kirby
Evan said Summit County Sheriff's
deputies received a call on a domestic
dispute in the Jeremy Ranch area of
Park City. Before deputies arrived, the
husband, identified as 52-year-old
David Cook, left the residence and
drove his car onto the dirt road that
links Jeremy Ranch to SR-65. Once
Cook reached the pavement, troopers
say he accelerated at a high rate of
speed and drove off the straight-a-way
and into a large cottonwood tree. Cook
died on impact.

9

Roger Haven

05/11/2017

69

5

Stabbing

Huntsville,
Weber
County

Stepson

Gundi McClarin reported that David
Erekson, her adult son, had attacked
both her and her husband, Roger
Haven. Deputies arrived and found
Haven dead. It appeared he had been
assaulted and stabbed.

10

Matthew
Franklin

06/02/2017

37

UNK

Gunshot

Lake
Powell,
Kane
County

Self-inflicted

Park rangers were lead to a scene
where a man and woman were found
dead due to gunshot wounds. The
female victim, Begay, was found dead
in a vehicle on the Arizona side of the
border; Franklin’s body was found on a
beach on the Utah side of the border
with what appears to self-inflicted
gunshot wounds. Police are still testing

to see if the gun was used in both
incidents, but strongly believe the
couple was involved in a domestic
violence event.
Coconino County will be handling the
examination of Begay’s body and Kane
County will be handling the examination
of Franklin’s body. The couple was
from Arizona.

11

Raelle Begay

6/2/2017

25

3

Gunshot

Lake
Powell,
Coconino
County, AZ

Dating Partner

Park rangers were lead to a scene
where a man and woman were found
dead due to gunshot wounds. The
female victim, Begay, was found dead
in a vehicle on the Arizona side of the
border; Franklin’s body was found on a
beach on the Utah side of the border
with what appears to self-inflicted
gunshot wounds. Police are still testing
to see if the gun was used in both
incidents, but strongly believe the
couple was involved in a domestic
violence event.
Coconino County will be handling the
examination of Begay’s body and Kane
County will be handling the examination
of Franklin’s body. The couple was
from Arizona.

12

Kathie
Thomas

6/5/2017

64

3

Arson

West
Valley City,
Salt Lake
County

Daughter

Kathie Thomas, 64, died in a fire that
was believed to be started by her
daughter -- Loralie Thomas, 46, was
arrested for investigation of aggravated
murder, aggravated arson and four
counts of attempted aggravated murder.
Loralie had previously been charged
with other domestic violence incidents
involving her mother, Kathie, and her
niece.

13

Memorez
Rackley

6/6/2017

39

3

Gunshot

Sandy, Salt
Lake
County

Ex-boyfriend

Patterson was harassing Rackley and
two of her three sons. Good samaritan
pulled over and picked them up to take
them somewhere else; Patterson angrily
drove away. Patterson then found them
at the location where the good
samaritan took them and began
shooting, killing M. Rackley and her
young son.
Patterson had a history of harassing
and stalking the victim(s) -- Rackley
went to police and told them he would
hunt her and her children down and that
she was fearful of her life.

14

Jase Rackley

6/6/2017

6

N/A

Gunshot

Sandy, Salt
Lake

Mom’s
ex-boyfriend

Patterson was harassing Rackley and
two of her three sons, one of which was

County

Jase. Good samaritan pulled over and
picked them up to take them
somewhere else; Patterson angrily
drove away. Patterson then found them
at the location where the good
samaritan took them and began
shooting, killing M. Rackley, Jase, and
then himself.

15

Jeremy
Patterson

6/6/2017

32

N/A

Gunshot

Sandy, Salt
Lake
County

Self-inflicted

Patterson was harassing Rackley and
two of her three sons. Good samaritan
pulled over and picked them up to take
them somewhere else; Patterson angrily
drove away. Patterson then found them
at the location where the good
samaritan took them and began
shooting, killing M. Rackley, her young
son, and then himself.

16

Sandra
Nickell

6/17/2017

76

1 bio, 1
step

Gunshot

Adamsville,
Beaver
County

Husband

Tom Nickells called the sheriff's
dispatch about 6:30 p.m. Saturday and
said he had killed his wife, Sandra
Nickells. He said he shot her because
she was suffering from Alzheimer's and
other health issues, according to a
Beaver County Sheriff Cameron Noel.
Once on the phone with police, he
informed them he too would be dead
before they got there. Once police
arrived on the scene, they found that
Tom and Sandra had both died from

gunshot wounds -- only Tom’s was
self-inflicted.

17

Tom Nickell

6/17/2017

76

1 bio, 1
step

Gunshot

Adamsville,
Beaver
County

Self-inflicted

Tom Nickells called the sheriff's
dispatch about 6:30 p.m. Saturday and
said he had killed his wife, Sandra
Nickells. He said he shot her because
she was suffering from Alzheimer's and
other health issues, according to a
Beaver County Sheriff Cameron Noel.
Once on the phone with police, he
informed them he too would be dead
before they got there. Once police
arrived on the scene, they found that
Tom and Sandra had both died from
gunshot wounds -- only Tom’s was
self-inflicted.

18

Cheryl Baker

Body found
6/19/2017,
was
missing
approximat
ely 10 days
before this.

56

UNK

Gunshot

From
Ogden,
Weber
County;
found in
Canyon
County,
Idaho

Husband

Cheryl Baker and Gerald Mike Bullinger
were supposedly in a monogamous
marriage. Earlier this year, Bullinger had
bought property in Idaho and moved
their ahead of Baker for contract work in
early may. In early June, Cheryl Baker
was missing for approximately 10 days
before friends and family decided to get
law enforcement involved. Once
involved in the welfare check, law
enforcement found three decomposing
bodies -- each with a single gunshot on
their bodies -- on property owned in

Caldwell, Idaho by Bullinger. Through
dental work, one was confirmed to be
Baker.
The two other bodies are thought to be
the remains of Nadja (47) and Payton
(14) Medley. These two had moved to
Idaho from Utah in early May to go live
with Bullinger on his new property. It is
reported that Nadja and Bullinger were
dating for at least 18 months prior to this
move and that they happily consented
to moving in with him. Friends of both
Baker and Medley were ignorant to the
other relationship Bullinger was in with
either women.
Police issued a warrant for Bullinger for
failing to report a death, but Bullinger
has been missing ever since.

19

Fransiska
Dastrup

6/22/2017

49

UNK

Gunshot

Taylorsville
, Salt Lake
County

Self-inflicted

Early in the morning, Dastrup crashed
into Horsley’s car. At some point during
the incident, Dastrup exited her vehicle
and fired multiple times at Horsley. As a
result of either the gunfire or the
accident, Horsley ended up dead. After
Dastrup shot Horsley, she walked
approximately 100 yards away from the
accident and turned the gun on herself.

20

Richelle
Horsley

6/22/2017

47

N/A

Gunshot

Taylorsville
, Salt Lake
County

Intimate partner Early in the morning, Dastrup crashed
into Horsley’s car. At some point during
the incident, Dastrup exited her vehicle
and fired multiple times at Horsley. As a
result of either the gunfire or the
accident, Horsley ended up dead.
A week prior to this incident, Horsley
had sought a protective order against
Dastrup in order to protect herself.
There had been multiple incidents that
police had responded to in the past
where Dastrup had physically harmed
Horsley.

21

Jill Lloyd

06/28/2017

36

1

Gunshot

West
Jordan,
Salt Lake
County

Ex-partner

Lloyd was driving in her car and
stopped at the intersection of 7800 S
and 2700 W. Larsen, who followed her
to this location, then got out of his
vehicle, approached her car, and fired
multiple rounds into her car which
resulted in her death.
Lloyd and Larsen had been in an
intense paternity case for over a decade
according to court documents. Lloyd
had been working on trying to get more
visitation rights with her son. Also, in
2008 Lloyd and Larsen got mutual
restraining orders against each other as
a judge determined the two could not

resolve anything without court
assistance.

22

Andrew
Larsen

06/28/2017

33

3

Gunshot

West
Jordan,
Salt Lake
County

Self-inflicted

Lloyd was driving in her car and
stopped at the intersection of 7800 S
and 2700 W. Larsen, who followed her
to this location, then got out of his
vehicle, approached her car, and fired
multiple rounds into her car which
resulted in her death. Larsen then fled
the scene and was later found dead in
Tooele County from self-inflicted
gunshot wounds.
Lloyd and Larsen had been in an
intense paternity case for over a decade
according to court documents. Lloyd
had been working on trying to get more
visitation rights with her son. Also, in
2008 Lloyd and Larsen got mutual
restraining orders against each other as
a judge determined the two could not
resolve anything without court
assistance.

23

Angelina
Costello

07/06/2017

3

N/A

Malnourishm Ogden,
ent, various
Weber
other types of County
physical
trauma

Parents

Law enforcement received a call stating
that Angelina was not conscious or
breathing. Upon arriving on the scene,
officers immediately saw “bruising,
contusions, lacerations, burns, open

sores and abrasions” all over her body.
The child also looked severely
malnourished. They also noticed
Angelina had been dead for hours as
early stages of rigor mortis were
apparent.
Dating back to January of 2016, her
parents, Miller Costello and Brenda
Emile, had pictures and video
recordings of both her deteriorating
condition as well as various forms of
abuse such as taunting her with food
then punishing her and using other
children to kick Angelina in the face.
During this time, Emile would use
makeup to make Angelina’s condition
not look as severe. Costello said he
would go to work and come back and
he would see that Angelina had more
injuries, but did nothing to report the
abuse. Emile claimed the reason she
never reported injuries was because
she did not want her other children
taken away.

24

Nancy May

07/16/2017

55

At least 1
daughter,
TBD

TBD

Sugar
Husband (TBD)
House, Salt
Lake
County

The daughter of Nancy and Mark May
found her parents dead in their home.
Police responded to investigate the
scene and came to the conclusion that
there is a good chance this is a
murder-suicide based on undisclosed

evidence found at the scene.
They have not yet been able to
determine Nancy’s cause of death and
have sent her body to the Utah State
Medical Examiner’s Office for a
toxicology report. This report could help
determine if this was a murder-suicide
like the responded law enforcement
officers believe it to be.
This section will be updated as more
information presents itself.

25

Mark May

07/16/2017

64

At least 1
daughter,
TBD

Hanging

Sugar
Self-inflicted
House, Salt
Lake
County

The daughter of Nancy and Mark May
found her parents dead in their home.
Police responded to investigate the
scene and came to the conclusion that
there is a good chance this is a
murder-suicide based on undisclosed
evidence found at the scene.
It has been determined Mark May died
by suicide, and that “he probably killed”
Nancy prior to killing himself. There is
no known motive at this time for the
possible murder-suicide.
This section will be updated as more

information presents itself.

26

Kristy
Manzanares

7/25/2017

39

3

Head trauma

Alaskan
Husband
Cruise Ship

Kenneth, Kristy, and their three children
were on an Alaskan cruise ship to
celebrate their wedding anniversary.
After some time on the ship, Kristy was
found dead with a severe head wound
by another passenger. Her husband,
Kenneth, was found with her blood on
his hands and clothes. The man on the
ship who found these two asked
Kenneth what had happened, to which
he replied, “She would not stop laughing
at me.” Kenneth is now being charged
with murder for killing Kristy.

27

Guy Wells
Mecham

08/02/2017

51

UNK

Gunshot

Duchesne,
Duchesne
County

Mecham and his girlfriend, Stephanie
Payan, argued at the home they shared.
Mecham left the home for several hours
following the argument. Mecham
returned to the house "four or five hours
later," Payan told investigators. He
walked back to the master bedroom
where Payan and her daughter were
sitting. The couple argued once again
and Mecham told Payan that he was
leaving her. When Mecham walked out
of the master bedroom, Payan retrieved
a handgun, followed Mecham down the

Girlfriend

hallway and shot him in the back.

28

Samir
Skender

8/20/2017

51

2

Gunshot

West
Valley City,
Salt Lake
County

Self-inflicted

Very little info available so far. Police
were called at around approximately
5:00 am after one of the couple’s
daughters had heard gunshots. When
police arrived, they found the couple
dead with gunshot wounds. Due to the
nature of the scene, police are
investigating this as a murder-suicide.

29

Miraheta
Skender

8/20/2017

49

2

Gunshot

West
Valley City,
Salt Lake
County

Husband

Very little info available so far. Police
were called at around approximately
5:00 am after one of the couple’s
daughters had heard gunshots. When
police arrived, they found the couple
dead with gunshot wounds. Due to the
nature of the scene, police are
investigating this as a murder-suicide.

30

Randy Davis

8/21/2017

58

UNK

Gunshot

Millcreek,
Salt Lake
County

Self-inflicted

According to police, Randy and his wife
were in an argument. It turned into a
domestic violence situation when he
pulled a gun on her. She was able to
safely get out of the home, and at that

point in time she called the police.
Police arrived on scene to Randy
making both suicidal and homicidal
statements that involve harming people
in public. SWAT arrived on scene and
attempted to make safe contact with
Randy for several hours; however,
SWAT heard a muffled gunshot from
inside the home. They breached the
door and found Randy in the master
bedroom. He was deceased with
gunshot wound.

31

Robin Nichols

8/23/2017

35

3

Strangulation

Spanish
Fork, Utah
County

Husband

Police responded to a call to the home
of Robin and Curtis Nichols. The call
was placed by Curtis where he informed
dispatch that his wife was not conscious
or breathing. Upon arriving on the
scene, they found Robin in the home
who was not responsive. Medical
responders attempted CPR and took
her to the hospital, but once at the
hospital she was pronounced dead. The
autopsy released 8/25 stated that she
died by strangulation. Police then
investigated the homicide and
eventually arrested her husband, Curtis,
for murder and domestic violence in

front of a child.

32

Phillip
Brandon
Bourgeois

09/01/2017

47

5

Brain injury
and facial
fractures

American
Fork, Utah
County

Stepson

Jace Zeeman, stepson of Bourgeois,
arrived at his parents home on August
26th due to some family drama they
were working through as well as being
involved in a domestic violence incident
at his actual residence earlier in the
day. As emotions got heated throughout
the night and into the early hours of the
next day, a blowout incident occurred
between Zeeman’s mother and his
stepfather. As Zeeman tried to intervene
to defend his mother, a physical
altercation started between Bourgeois
and himself. Zeeman dominated the
fight, leaving Bourgeois unconscious
and not breathing. Police then arrived
on scene and transported him to a
hospital, but his injuries were too severe
and he was taken off life support
several days later.

33

UNK

09/07/2017

1 month

N/A

Brain trauma

Roy,
Weber
County

UNK, though
they lived in the
same
residence

Officers were dispatched to a home in
Roy to a report of an infant who was not
breathing. Upon taking the baby to the
hospital, it was revealed that Matthew
Daniel Graves had punched the baby

repeatedly in order to get it to stop
crying. He could not say how many
times he punched it as he “blacked out
from rage.” The infant inevitably
sustained severe brain trauma and
fractures of the skull, resulting in death.
It was also discovered that Graves had
partaken in drug use in the home and in
front of the children multiple times, and
that he had a history or domestic
violence incidents within the home.

34

UNK

09/17/2017

13 days

N/A

Brain and
other
physical
trauma

West
Jordan,
Salt Lake
County

Mother’s
boyfriend

Maria Elena Sullivan’s son was born a
healthy baby with no known health
problems. In the days leading up to his
death, Sullivan’s boyfriend, Dylan
James Kitzmiller, allegedly abused the
child in multiple ways. He would throw
him in the air, cover his mouth so he
could not breathe, slap him, and/or bite
him, amongst other things.
On the day of the boy’s death, Kitzmiller
moved the boy’s legs “in a rough weird
bicycle thing” that concerned his
mother, though Kitzmiller told her he
would be fine and to put the baby to
bed. After awhile, Sullivan went to go
check on the baby and noticed he was

gasping for air and could not breathe
well. Once first responders arrived, they
attempted to perform CPR but it was
unsuccessful.
A doctor who examined the boy found
that he had lost “”14 percent of his body
mass in weight in the 13 days since his
birth.” They also found that he had
bruises on his body, a spinal fracture,
broken rib, and brain swelling.

35

UNK

09/27/2017

15
months

N/A

Head trauma, Wendover,
amongst
Tooele
other bodily
County
trauma

Parent,
specifically
mother

Officers were dispatched to the home
where a child was said to be in cardiac
arrest. Upon arriving on the scene, they
noticed the 15-month-old had bruises
the parents could not explain. Police
then got a warrant to enter the home
and investigate what could be the
cause, and eventually contacted DCFS
in order to remove the remaining four
children from the home.
April Carter (mother) and Nicholas
Rutherford (father) both denied knowing
what had happened to their child until
Carter admitted that she tripped and fell
on the child. Rutherford could not come
up with a solid explanation as to why he
had not contacted police sooner,

instead blaming fatigue from working
the night before.

36

ChenWei
Guo

10/30/2017

23

N/A

Gunshot

Salt Lake
City, Salt
Lake
County

Strangers (Guo
was innocent
bystander)

Austin Boutain and his wife were
involved in a domestic violence incident
together at the mouth of Red Butte
Canyon. Boutain assaulted her and fired
a gun that hit his wife in the hand, which
she reported to first responders at about
8:15pm. Just before 9:00pm, Boutain
attempted to carjack Guo and fatally
shot him in the process. Guo was not
alone in the car and was with an
unidentified female friend who narrowly
escaped while being shot at by Boutain.
Immediately after Guo was murdered,
police shut down campus and began a
manhunt. Boutain could not be found by
police throughout, but was instead
found by a librarian at the Salt Lake City
Library.
Boutain is also the primary suspect in a
murder that happened in Golden, CO
just a few days before this incident.

37

Keri “KC”
McClanahan

11/02/2017

28

2

Knife wounds
to the throat

Park City,
Summit
County

Husband

Police arrived to the hotel apartment
where the McClanahan’s were staying
after someone reported hearing a
“ruckus” in the room they were staying
in. Upon arrival, they found a trail of
blood in the parking lot and a deceased
woman (Keri) still in bed. Almost
immediately, the main suspect was
identified as her husband, Anthony
McClanahan.
In October, Anthony was involved in a
series of domestic violence and
kidnapping cases involving his ex and
their young son. He was caught and
detained in Utah where he was released
on a $150,000 bail in mid October.

38

Robert
Liddiard

11/04/2017

85

At least 1

TBD

Holladay,
Salt Lake
County

Son

Officers were called to do a welfare
check on Robert and Diane Liddiard
when family members contacted them
saying they were concerned for their
safety due to things their son and
primary caregiver, Robert Liddiard (51),
had said. When police arrived on scene,
they found the couple dead in their
home. Though evidence is still being
worked through, police have disclosed
that there is enough evidence in the
home and with the son to open a

homicide investigation.
The family notes that Liddiard (51) has
been suffering with severe mental
health issues in recent years.

39

Diane
Liddiard

11/04/2017

78

At least 1

TBD

Holladay,
Salt Lake
County

Son

Officers were called to do a welfare
check on Robert and Diane Liddiard
when family members contacted them
saying they were concerned for their
safety due to things their son and
primary caregiver, Robert Liddiard (51),
had said. When police arrived on scene,
they found the couple dead in their
home. Though evidence is still being
worked through, police have disclosed
that there is enough evidence in the
home and with the son to open a
homicide investigation.
The family notes that Liddiard (51) has
been suffering with severe mental
health issues in recent years.

40

Timothy
Griffith

11/09/2017

45

2

Gunshot

Mapleton,
Utah
County

Self-inflicted

Neighbors had called police to report
they were concerned that the lights had
not been on in the home for several

days, the family’s vehicle had not been
moved and the family had not been
seen for days. Upon arriving to the
residence for a welfare check, police
discovered all four family members, plus
the large family dog, deceased due to
gunshot wounds.
Based on the evidence found at the
scene, it seems Timothy used two
different types of guns and used said
guns to shoot everyone in the home and
then himself. Investigators determined
Timothy purchased both of the guns in
September.
The family had just moved to Mapleton
from Switzerland over the summer of
2017 when Timothy had accepted a
new position with Nestle in the area.

41

Jessica
Griffith

11/09/2017

42

2

Gunshot

Mapleton,
Utah
County

Husband

Neighbors had called police to report
they were concerned that the lights had
not been on in the home for several
days, the family’s vehicle had not been
moved and the family had not been
seen for days. Upon arriving to the
residence for a welfare check, police
discovered all four family members, plus
the large family dog, deceased due to

gunshot wounds.
Based on the evidence found at the
scene, it seems Timothy used two
different types of guns and used said
guns to shoot everyone in the home and
then himself. Investigators determined
Timothy purchased both of the guns in
September.
The family had just moved to Mapleton
from Switzerland over the summer of
2017 when Timothy had accepted a
new position with Nestle in the area.

42

Samantha
Badel

11/09/2017

16

N/A

Gunshot

Mapleton,
Utah
County

Step-father

Neighbors had called police to report
they were concerned that the lights had
not been on in the home for several
days, the family’s vehicle had not been
moved and the family had not been
seen for days. Upon arriving to the
residence for a welfare check, police
discovered all four family members, plus
the large family dog, deceased due to
gunshot wounds.
Based on the evidence found at the
scene, it seems Timothy used two
different types of guns and used said

guns to shoot everyone in the home and
then himself. Investigators determined
Timothy purchased both of the guns in
September.
The family had just moved to Mapleton
from Switzerland over the summer of
2017 when Timothy had accepted a
new position with Nestle in the area.
Samantha was not the biological child of
Timothy.

43

Alexandre
Griffith

11/092017

5

N/A

Gunshot

Mapleton,
Utah
County

Dad

Neighbors had called police to report
they were concerned that the lights had
not been on in the home for several
days, the family’s vehicle had not been
moved and the family had not been
seen for days. Upon arriving to the
residence for a welfare check, police
discovered all four family members, plus
the large family dog, deceased due to
gunshot wounds.
Based on the evidence found at the
scene, it seems Timothy used two
different types of guns and used said
guns to shoot everyone in the home and
then himself. Investigators determined
Timothy purchased both of the guns in

September.
The family had just moved to Mapleton
from Switzerland over the summer of
2017 when Timothy had accepted a
new position with Nestle in the area.

44

Hudson
Nokes

12/5/2017

7 weeks

N/A

Head trauma, Clearfield,
other injuries Davis
County

Father

Clint Nokes, father of Hudson, called
police to report his son was not
breathing. Upon arriving on the scene,
they attempted CPR and got him to the
nearest hospital, but doctors determined
he had passed away after arriving at the
hospital. Police saw several injuries on
Hudson that lead them to believe he
had been physically abused. After
questioning Clint, he confessed to
performing several acts of abuse
against Hudson including throwing him;
dangling him by his legs; and dropping
him into the sink so Hudson would hit
his head. He said he did all of this when
Hudson would begin to cry and Clint
became overwhelmed.

